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General Description
=============
The optional DJ/Artist Remote Kiosk is similar to the Style 10 Remote Kiosk but has a totally different
user interface. Instead of the pop-up dialog menu, it uses TouchPoint technology to detect which virtual
button on the kiosk face the user touches. DJ/Artist Remote Kiosk box includes two Remote Kiosk
Styles. Style 10Artist includes all 8 buttons. Style 10DJ includes 4 buttons. The panel texture is optimized
for Artists or DJ's, respectively. It includes the same functions as the regular Remote Kiosk as well as the
following:

- Capability to tip the owner.
- Option to split the tip with one other avatar (e.g. venue owner)
- Display a sequence of pictures.
- Subscribe to the owner's Subscriber Kiosk (purchased separately).
- Join a Second Life Group.
- Load an owner defined web link (URL) into the user's browser (Style 10Artist only)
- Capability to give out 4 types of items, e.g. Schedule, Biography, Gift and/or Song List. (Schedule only
for Style 10DJ )
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Link to Subscriber Kiosk Showroom:
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Distorted/203/160/224

Configuration Setup
=============
Each of the two Remote Kiosks in the delivery box has a "Subscriber Remote Config" notecard that has
been customized for it. The Config notecards in each style kiosk have the same name but they have
different parameter values. Most of the parameters have been pre-set for you, however you may also
customize it for your needs.

Review the comments (lines starting with //) for detailed descriptions of each parameter, then edit the
values to suit your needs. Be careful not to change the preset values specific to the Style 10Artist and
Style 10DJ Remote Kiosk or it won't work correctly.

For most owners that use the supplied Remote Kiosk styles, you will probably only need to edit the
following parameters:

For the Style 10Artist:
AssocMaster=name of associated Master Kiosk for subscribing
GroupKey=your_group_key
ButtonSched=My Schedule|0,2
ButtonGift=My Gift|3,2
ButtonBio=My Bio|0,1
ButtonSongList=My Songs|3,1
ButtonURL=your_full_url|3,0

For the Style 10DJ:
AssocMaster=name of associated Master Kiosk for subscribing
GroupKey=your_group_key
ButtonSched=My Schedule|2,1,3,1

Do NOT change or delete any of the numbers or pipe ( | ) symbols. Change only the place holders
(your_group_key, My Schedule, My Gift, My Bio, My Songs, and your_full_url) to match your actual
group key, item names and URL. The URL must begin with http:// or https://

If you are customizing your kiosk (see Customization section below), you will likely need to edit other
parameters.

Tip Splitting
========
If you want to split tips with another avatar, edit the following config notecard lines.

SplitPct=
// If you want to split tips, enter the percent you want to give to someone. Leave blank for no tip
splitting
// Enter as a whole number and do not include a percent sign (%). For example SplitPct=10

SplitKey=
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// Enter the key (UUID) of the avatar you want to give the tip split percentage to. Leave blank for no tip
splitting.
// For example, SplitKey=56653fd1-844e-4cef-be5e-b28df445a37a

NOTE: When you specify tip splitting, the kiosk will ask for permission to take money from your Linden
Dollar account. Select the "Allow access" button. This is necessary because the full tip amount is initially
credited to the kiosk owner's account. Then the split amount is paid to the specified avatar (SplitKey=)
from the owner's account.

Photo Panel Setup
=============
To display one or more pictures on the photo panel, follow these steps:
1. In the Edit window, check “Edit Linked”.
2, Select the photo panel prim (child prim).
3. Drag/drop your picture texture(s) into the photo panel prim's Contents tab.
4. Select the main button panel prim (root prim).
5. Open the “Subscriber Remote Config” notecard.
6. Edit the PictureRate= value to your desired picture change rate, then Save it. The default value is 10
(seconds).

NOTE: The Style 10Artist has one photo panel in the center that shows from both sides of the kiosk. The
Style 10DJ has two photo panels that each show on only one side of the kiosk because they are offset. If
you are using the Style 10DJ, put your picture textures in both photo panel prims.

Associating the Remote Kiosk with a Master Kiosk
=================================
As of Release 14 (or later) the previous manual association procedure is no longer required. Just specify
the name of the associated Master Kiosk on Subscriber Remote Config notecard (AssocMaster=). The
name is case sensitive, so it is recommended you use copy/paste. The Remote Kiosk should synchronize
with the specified Master Kiosk anywhere (grid wide) within a few minutes. The ONLINE or OFFLINE
status will be indicated by the frame around the small SK logo turning green or red, respectively. If the
Remote Kiosk does not come online within a few minutes, try selecting Status > Re-Sync on the
associated Master Kiosk.

You can see the status of all your Remote Kiosks by select Remote Stat, Status on the Master Kiosk
menu.

Once you have associated your DJ/Artist Remote Kiosk with a Master Kiosk, rename it and take it into
inventory. You can the rez copies anywhere grid wide and it will automatically synchronize. You can rez
multiple copies as well.

Script Updates
==========
Script update kits are made available periodically at no cost to Subscriber Kiosk owners. Updates for the
DJ/Artist Remote Kiosk can be obtained via the "Update" button on the kiosk's popup dialog box that
appears when the owner clicks on the small Subscriber Kiosk logo on the lower left of the kiosk frame.
Updates to the Subscriber Photo Cycle script inside the picture display panel prim are not update via the
Update Button.
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Operation
======
When a customer touches a virtual button area on the DJ/Artist Remote Kiosk, the corresponding
function will occur. A couple of things are worthy of note:

1. When someone touches (left-click) the Tip area, they will be given a chat message to right click on the
board and select 'Pay" from the pie menu. This will open the Fast Pay window with buttons for the
standard default tip amounts (L$50, L$100, L$150 and L$200, and an open field for entering any other
tip amount. The default value in the open payment amount field is taken from the DefaultTip=
parameter on the Subscriber Remote Config notecard.

NOTE: A tip can also be given simply by right clicking on the board and selecting "Pay" from the pie
menu. This will open the Fast Pay window. It is not necessary to touch (left-click) the Tip area first.

2. In most cases, there is no cost to the user to join a Subscriber Kiosk. However the kiosk owner can set
any type of Remote Kiosk to collect a Pay-to-Join fee if he desires. If a Pay-To-Join amount has been
specified on the Subscriber Remote Config notecard, the user will be given a popup dialog box when he
clicks the Subscribe virtual button area, advising him of the amount required to join the Subscriber Kiosk
and advising him to make sure he is not already subscribed because the kiosk will accept pay-to-join
payments regardless of whether the user is already subscribed or not. If the Master Kiosk is equipped
with a SISBox that is set to verify membership, you can specify it with the SISBoxName= parameter on
the Config notecard. If so, a "Check Status" button will appear in the popup. Clicking it will ask the
SISBox to verify membership and will bring up the SISBox menu. If the SISBox says he is not a member,
he can click the Subscribe button and right-click on the DJ/Artist Remote Kiosk to bring up the Fast Pay
window. It will contain only a single payment button with the required pay-to-join fee.

NOTE: Payment splitting does not apply to the Pay-To-Join feature. The full amount is always paid to the
kiosk owner.

Customization
==========
The DJ/Artist Remote Kiosk has been designed to allow a wide range of owner customization. The
owner can change the number, location, shape and names of the items associated with the virtual
buttons. This requires creating your own board texture with the button graphic, and changing the
following parameters on the Subscriber Remote Config notecard:

The TouchMatrix= parameter specifies the number of cells in the TouchPoint matrix in the form of X,Y
where X is the number of cells horizontally and Y is the number of cells vertically. In the case of the Style
10Artist and 10DJ Remote Kiosks, we use a 4 by 4 cell matrix.

There are 8 button parameters that are used to specify the x and y coordinate of each virtual button.
The x coordinates are numbered from left to right starting with 0 on the left. The y coordinates are
numbered from bottom to top with 0 on the bottom. Note that since the coordinates start at 0, the
maximum coordinate value will be one less than the matrix size. For example, a 4 by 4 matrix will have
coordinates numbered from 0,0 in the lower left, to 3,3 in the upper right.
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If a virtual button occupies exactly one matrix cell, only one set of x,y coordinates is necessary. For
example, the Gift button on the Style 10Artist Remote Kiosk has coordinates of 3,2. If, however you
want a single virtual button area to encompass more than one matrix cell, you must include the lower
left (x1, y1) and upper right (x2, y2) coordinates of the virtual button area. For example, the Tip button
on the Style 10Artist Remote Kiosk has coordinates of 0,3,3,3 in the format x1,y1,x2,y2.

The matrix layout for the Style 10Artist Remote Kiosk is shown below;

NOTE: The 8 button parameter names on the Config notecard (e.g. ButtonTip=, ButtonSched=, etc.) and
their associated functions cannot be changed. However the coordinates of those buttons and the names
of the associated inventory items in the kiosk can be set to whatever you want. You cannot add more
button parameters. However, you can disable a virtual button by deleting or commenting (// prefix) its
line on the config notecard. You can also disable it by setting its coordinates to -1,-1.

If you want to make a texture artwork with something other than a 4 x 4 matrix, you can use the grid
texture below as a guide for creating your own artwork. Open the texture and use the Save As button
(either TGA or PNG) to save the grid to your PC. Insert the grid over your own artwork in your picture
editing software (e.g. PhotoShop, PowerPoint, etc.). Align the lower left corner of the grid with the
lower left corner of your artwork. The stretch or shrink the grid horizontally and/or vertically until you
have the matrix size you want, grid lines align with all 4 edges of your artwork, and coordinate 0,0 of the
grid is aligned with the lower left corner of your artwork. If you want less cells than in the grid matrix,
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stretch the grid's top and right edges so that some cells lie outside of your artwork. Just make sure that
grid lines align exactly with all 4 edges of your artwork. There must be an integral number of whole cells
horizontally and vertically on your artwork.

You may need to adjust the size and/or position of the virtual buttons or touch areas on your artwork so
they align with the grid cells. You can then read the X (horizonal) and Y (vertical) coordinates for each
virtual button from the grid. If a virtual button occupies only one grid cell, just enter the coordinates on
the config notecard as x,y. If you want a virtual button or touch area to encompass more than one cell,
enter the coordinates as x1,y1,x2,y2 where x1,y1 is the lower left grid cell and x2,y2 is the upper right
grid cell of for that virtual button or area. Do NOT define TouchPoint coordinates such that the
coordinates for more than one virtual button or area overlap. Touching in overlapping areas would be
ambiguous and may produce unpredictable results.

====================
DISCLAIMER
====================

SUBSCRIBER KIOSK IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT
OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR
OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.


